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Published recently (2023) in the esteemed journal Nature Neuroscience, a team of
researchers (J. Tang, A. LeBel, S. Jain & A. Huth) from the fields of computer science
and neuroscience at the University of Austin (USA), unveiled an article titled "Semantic
reconstruction of continuous language from non-invasive brain recordings". This
represents a significant leap forward in harnessing artificial intelligence for "decoding"
the internal thought contents of human beings.

Crafting a "semantic encryption key" for human verbal thought

The researchers from North America
exposed test subjects to a substantial
number of word sequences embedded
within narrative stories. Using the
conventional functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) technology,
they captured specific variations in blood
oxygen supply to the semantic language
cortical regions activated during auditory
perception of each verbal sequence. These
recordings provide a digital
representation, in the mathematical sense,
of the neural activity that physiologically
translates the semantic encoding of these
word sequences.
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Every word sequence stimulus was subsequently associated with the corresponding
electrochemical brain activity generated by the test subjects. This process created a set
of pairs (verbal sequence input, specific digital signature output). The language-digital
function, thus defined, indirectly represents the semantic encodings performed by
these individuals. This function, mathematically a correspondence matrix (input,
output) processed through regression, can be interpreted as a decoding key for
understanding the semantic encryption produced by human cognition (see the
diagram from the original article).

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41593-023-01304-9
http://www.neocognition.ai/


Decoding Verbal Thoughts

If this encryption function enables a
translation from word sequence to neuronal
signature, its inverse function theoretically
allows a decryption, in reverse, from
neuronal signature back to word sequence.
By extension, it could also decrypt neural
activity to reveal the semantic content of
verbal thought.

To explore this intriguing possibility, the
researchers asked the participants in the
experiment to generate new narrative
discourses internally (i.e., without
verbalizing them). Their specific brain
activities during this task were once again
recorded using fMRI, and these recordings
were subjected to the reverse neuro-
semantic decryption key (see the diagram
from the article).

This decryption key, unsurprisingly, isn't a
bijective function (i.e., doesn't provide a one-
to-one correspondence). The procedure,
therefore, yields a series of potential word
sequences, only a few of which are likely
from a strictly syntactic or semantic
perspective. This is where generative
language AI steps in, allowing an assessment
of the linguistic plausibility of the large
number of obtained candidates and
retaining only the most probable one (the
inferred content of the internally generated
verbal thought).

The predicted verbal thoughts were then
compared with the verbal thoughts
actually reported by the participants post-
experiment, using other language AI
techniques to measure their semantic
similarity. The obtained statistical results
indicate that the meaning of these verbal
thoughts has been significantly and
accurately predicted by the neuro-
semantic decryption key, moderated by
the language AI (see the examples from
the article).

With the need for stringent ethical
precautions to be rigorously implemented
for all major scientific innovations, the
potential applications of this language AI
technology are broad and promising. They
range from the therapeutic field (for
instance, the case of language production
aphasia) to man-machine interface
command. Undoubtedly, this area of
research will witness robust and
unexpected growth in the very close years
to come.
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